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let me put it this way, if raaz had just one
scene less and the characters had a bit more
time to dwell on things, it would have been a
winner. but then again, that would have also
been a bit too easy. so as it stands, im going
to go with ajab prem ki ghazab kahani as the

best santoshi film. the film is not the best
santoshi film, not by a long shot, but it is the

best santoshi film by a whisker. so this is
where we are. this is the small-town world of

indian cinema, wherein you are in good
company if youre in the business of making
films with strong themes. jai santoshi maa is

a story about a husband and wife, whose
marriage is under stress. initially when we
meet them, they seem to be having a very
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amicable relationship. and they are, until
there is an episode that seems to take all the
amity away. the relationship then becomes
very turbulent indeed. when we first meet

the couple, its as if we are meeting an
acquaintance that youve had for a long time
and dont know that well. this slight sense of
familiarity gets reinforced as we learn the

basic details about their lives and how they
met. santoshi has a great knack for depicting

character through very small details. its
been seen in other films but nowhere more
so than here. santoshi has been bringing
audiences to cinematic stories for so long
that he knows exactly where to direct his
films. right from kharab bhi hota hai to

yaadein, he has been able to touch on a
wide variety of themes without ever getting
lost in a maze of concepts and ideas. and in
jai santoshi maa, he delivers a story that is
full of what the world has been missing: a

story of a love that is not just beautiful, but
true as well.
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the music in the film is breathtaking. arjun
and rahman s brilliant compositions act as a
perfect background to the film. the score is a
blend of classical and folk music, and is filled
with deep emotion. the soundtrack is a must

listen. rahman s compositions are like no
other. they are soul-stirring and emotive. the

music that accompanies the action
sequences is also outstanding. it is heavy on
punjabi instrumentation. the chanting of the
sikh and the spiritualism are what makes the

soundtrack different. the song jai santoshi
maa, with its pop-centric lyrics, is also a

great number. but it is the incredible
composition tun tun tun that is the highlight
of the soundtrack. a number that is meant to

be played at weddings, it is sung by
abhishek kumar and asha bhosle. jai
santoshi maa is a movie which is the

epitome of all the fun and enjoyment of a
bollywood film. it is the kind of a movie
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which makes you laugh, smile and
appreciate the good things in life. it is about
a blind man named prem, played by ranbir
kapoor, who comes to bombay to get his

wife, jenny, who has been trapped in her in-
laws house. jenny loves prem but her

parents think that the blind man is not a
good match for their daughter. in order to
win jenny over, prem and his best friend,

played by the ever reliable abhishek
bachchan, decide to get him blind drunk. it is

no surprise that prem wakes up on the
streets of bombay the next morning without

any memory of the past night. it is jenny
who helps him get back home. and it is the
rest of the film that follows this scenario.
download jai santoshi maa 720p and mp3

songs from here. 5ec8ef588b
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